
DELUXE BAIS HAMIKDASH
MODEL

Learn all the Bais Hamikdosh
details when you assemble this
quality die cut model. Contains
approx. 175 pieces for hours of fun!     

FIND IT GAME

 The items found in
this sealed container
have girls in mind.

SPIN IT, TWIST IT,
SHAKE IT! Be the

first to find the penny,
hidden sunglasses,

flipflop, or tiara. This
mesmerizing game is
enjoyed by all ages.
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LEVEL ONE PRIZES
(Pick one.)

Note: Product discriptions (care of Toys R Us and other sources) have been included so
parents can help their daughters make a choice based on more than the colorful pictures. 

CRAYOLA DRY-ERASE ACTIVITY CENTER

Whether you’re at home or on-the-go, the Crayola Dry-Erase
Activity Center is great for learning. Have your child use this

activity center while she is at home or while you’re traveling to
make learning fun and entertaining.

RUBIK’S THE VOID PUZZLE
The Rubik's Void Puzzle is a 'hole' new puzzle with a 'hole' new
challenge but somethings is missing. This puzzle challenges you more

than the standard 3x3 Rubik's cube.

CRAYOLA SUPER
STAMPING KIT

Everything your young
artist needs to create

colorful stamping
masterpieces! Easy-Grip
Stampers in fun shapes
and washable ink-pads.

Also comes with
Washable Crayons,

Colored Pencils, Scissors,
Construction Paper and 3 Sticker Sheets.



ORIGINAL 3D CRYSTAL
PUZZLES

Original 3D Crystal Puzzles take 3D
puzzling to the next level. The sleek and
glossy designs delight the mind and the

eyes.
(Choose the puppy OR the heart.)
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LEGO FRIENDS

Jump into the Vet Ambulance and keep a
lookout for animals in need! A little hedgehog

playing in a bush has fallen from a branch.
Help Emma speed to the rescue and check the

hedgehog over. Give the hedgehog a drink
from the feeding bottle and put him onto the
stretcher to carry him to the Vet Ambulance.

Includes an Emma mini-doll figure plus a
hedgehog.

RUBIK’S JR PUZZLE
Finally, a Rubik's puzzle that everyone
can solve it! This is the ideal puzzle to

introduce a child to the world of Rubik's.
Three ways  to play - match the colored

sides up, make the monkey's face, or
match colors AND make the face.



PERPLEXUS

Flip twist &
spin your way
to the finish

line! Perplexus
is easy-to-use,

but hard to
master!

PERPLEXUS
EPIC

You’ve mastered
the Original

Perplexus Rookie
3D Puzzle Maze.
Now can you beat

the Perplexus
Epic?

Can you make it
through a

labyrinth of over
70 challenging

barriers?

PERPLEXUS WARP

Perplexus Warp brings a whole
new shape and new challenges to

the award-winning range of
Perplexus 3-D games. Perplexus

Warp is the first non-sphere
Perplexus maze! Its unique shape
maximizes visibility as you twist,

turn and bend to master the
curvy, pivotal, leaping maze.

And now there's a Warp Drive
that lets you control the ball form

the outside!
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LEVEL TWO PRIZES
(Pick one. Or, if you like, you may order two prizes from level one.)

3D GLOBE PUZZLE 
Perfectly crafted, curved puzzle pieces allow for an exact
fit and are easily assembled together to form a solid,
smooth ball - with no glue required!
Product Dimensions (in inches): 8.9 x 8.6 x 2.7

CRAYOLA DRY ERASE LIGHT-UP BOARD
The Crayola Dry Erase Light-Up Board features a dual-sided design that
lights up for extra artsy fun. Draw on the white side with the eight
Dry-Erase bright crayons for regular fun, or flip it over to draw on the
black side to help make the images pop. Then when you want to add
extra excitement, activate light-up mode and show off your visual
creation with a light-show! Activate light-up mode for three dynamic
settings, including light-on, fast blink or slow fade, to create your
masterpiece in the light or the dark
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The Rubix Bundle

Three crazy new kinds of Rubix
cubes! Each one is designed to

challenge and delight you, these toys
will provide hours of entertainment.

                     
BEADOLA BEAD MAKER

The Crayola
Beadola Bead Maker has everything a budding jewelry
designer needs to start making beaded bracelets and
necklaces. This kit lets you shape each bead from clay
before glazing and adding sparkly touches like glitter and
gems. Kids will love creating fun, fashionable beads to
commemorate their special moments or share with their
friends. With 25 gems, 4 glaze paints, 4 pattern plates, and
180 grommets, the kit provides nearly endless possibilities
for creative expression. Sculpt beads from Air-Dry Clay 
•Sculpt beads from Air-Dry Clay. •Add special touches
with glitter and metallic paints.

•Makes over 90 designer beads. •Includes 2 bracelet chains.

LEGO FRIENDS SUNSHINE HARVEST SET

Lend Olivia and Charlie a hand with the harvest with
the LEGO Friends Sunshine Harvest Set, which

features a food stand stacked with goodies and a cash
register to tally up the purchases. Olivia and her dog

Charlie transport their goods in their tractor and trailer,
but first they must harvest those ripe red apples from
the tree and collect the carrots from the garden patch.

After a long day helping Olivia, Charlie can head back
to his dog house for a well-deserved slumber.

MEGA RUBIX CUBE 

Have you ever seen a Rubix Cube like this before? This 7 X 7 X 7 cube will keep
you riveted for hours! Good luck, and if you figure out how to solve it, let us

know, because we still haven’t!



COTTON CANDY
MACHINE

Transforms hard candy or
sugar into delicious, fluffy

cotton candy! Clear rim
guard lets you see each batch

being made! Includes 2
reusable plastic cones, 1

sugar scoop and 1 extractor
head.  Unit disassembles

easily for simple cleaning.
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Dynacraft Light Up Scooter - Hello Kitty
Have an exciting time scooting around on this Dynacraft Light-Up Scooter –
Hello Kitty. This aluminum scooter features lights and Hello Kitty decals to
ensure that you are riding in style. The EZ adjustable handlebars feature soft
cushion grips for comfort and fiber-optic streamers for a cool and stylish look.
When you decide it’s time to hit the brake, the rear foot brake will assist you in
slowing down. The folding frame allows for easy transport and storage.

LEVEL THREE PRIZES
(Pick one. Or, if you like, you may pick one prize from level one and one prize from

level two. Or, you may pick three prizes from level one.)

KODAK EASYSHARE M420
10-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA

 
General Features: Color: Plum
-10.3 megapixels (prints up to 30 x 40-inches!)
-Sensor type: 1/2.3-inch CCD
-3.0-inch wide angle color LCD display 
-4x wide-angle optical zoom 5x continuous

digital zoom
-Image stabilization
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Enter the magical world of the LEGO Elves with
Emily Jones. When wandering in her
grandmother's garden she suddenly finds herself
transported through a magic portal to a Treetop
Hideaway in a whole new universe. Explore the
surroundings with Emily as she realizes that she's
no longer in the human world and meets Azari
Firedancer and Farran Leafshade, the Fire and
Earth Elves. Help Farran climb down the magic
ladder and show her around his extraordinary
home. Cook carrot soup over the fire for them to
eat while Emily explains that she needs to get
back home, and the Elves promise to help her.
Send some food up to the treehouse in the magic
bucket lift for Farran's panther cub Enki before

they all meet up with the Water and Wind Elves - Emily will need their help too! Includes 3 mini-doll
figures: Emily Jones, Azari Firedancer and Farran Leafshade, plus Enki the panther cub.

LEGO Friends Jungle Rescue
Base Set

You can conduct animal rescues
with the LEGO Friends Jungle
Rescue Base Set, which features
a surveillance platform with a
telescope to look for animals that
are in danger. When the Andrea
mini doll figure sees a panda that
needs help, she can slide down
from the watch tower into the raft
boat to get there by water. When
Andrea returns with the panda,
Stephanie can climb down from
the tower using the vine to get to
the mobile medical station.
There, Stephanie can nurse the
injured panda bear back to health
with a syringe of medicine and a
feeding bottle. Once Andrea and Stephanie have rescued all of the animals for the day, the figures can
prepare a dinner of fruit in the kitchen. Stephanie and Andrea can get a great night's sleep in the two
beds in the living quarters so that they will be refreshed for another day of rescues in the morning.
You can create lots of cool adventures with this 472-piece set.


